Hiring: Front-end developers & Data engineers

Started in San Francisco in September 2016, Gekko Lab is a fast-growing fintech startup focusing on building the next-generation data analytics platform for capital markets. We are an international and diverse team of experienced data scientists, software engineers and financial analysts from top-tier institutions. Gekko is also a Hong Kong Cyberport Incubatee.

Due to expansion of our business, we are currently looking for top-tier graduates from universities in Hong Kong to join our Shenzhen product development team as data engineer or front-end developer

Requirements:

1. **Computer Science** or relevant engineering degree from HK universities
2. Passion in new technology, quick learner
3. Good grasp of python, javascript frameworks (e.g. Vue.js, React.js) and java
4. Comfortable in Mandarin and English
5. Experience in English or Chinese natural language processing (NLP), machine learning and data visualization projects (d3.js) will be a bonus
6. Interesting personal Github projects and participations in renowned competitions (e.g. Kaggle, ACM) will be a bonus
**Benefits:**

1. Hacker culture, respect creativity and work flexibility
2. Opportunities working with the top and passionate coders
3. Competitive compensation, performance-based share incentives and bonus

**Additional Information:**

This is a full-time role on Hong Kong employment contract. However, we would also consider 2018 candidates working part-time before graduation depending on fit. As we are growing quickly, interested candidates should apply as early as possible.

**Location:**

We have offices in both Nanshan District in Shenzhen (10 minutes from Shenzhen Bay Border Control) and Hong Kong Cyberport. This role will be primarily working closely with our product team in Shenzhen.
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